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HERTFORDSHIRE LEVEL 7 FLOOR & VAULT COMPETITION FOR BOYS 
LEVEL   Age groups  7/8, 9/10, 11/12  13+ 

 

 
 

 

Elements from the lists as shown below 
Rules and Regulations are as FIG Cycle 14 Code of Points, unless stated otherwise 

Execution, Artistry and Choreography penalties will be applied 
 

Deduction for total omission of an element 2.00 + VM (Value of move) 
Deduction for incomplete attempt of an element 0.50 (VM) + fall and or execution faults.  Spotting assistance 2.00 + VM 

 
 

 VAULT   FLOOR 

Apparatus Crash mats/Vault table   FIG Floor regulations 

Age 7/8 - 80cm 
 
 
Age 9/10 - 100cm 
 
 
Age 11/12 - 110cm 
 
 
Age 13+ - 120cm 

 
 

 
 
Handspring to flatback onto crash mats 
Height according to age 
 
DV 1.00 
 
 
Ages 7/8 must flat back 
 
 
Handspring to stand using vault table 
Height according to age 
 
DV 2.00 
 
 
Ages 9 - 13+ 
 
 
9 – 13+ age groups may handspring to flat 
back 
 
 
 
Two attempts of the same vault - best 
score to count 
 
  

    
 
6 elements from the list as shown below 
only at 0.10 each and + 2 CR valued at 0.50 
each = max DV 1.60 
 
1. 1 Acro element  
 
2. 1 Standing scale – 2 secs 
 
 
Permitted elements (value of 0.1 each): 
 
Handstand forward roll    
2 Cartwheels linked 
One handed cartwheel 
Splits any way   
Bridge 
Japana 
Backward roll (optional exit to feet) 
Full turn jump 
Straddle jump 
Headspring 
Round off 
Back flic 
Y Balance  
Arabesque 
Headstand with straight legs (2secs hold) 
 
  
No other elements will be counted but if 
performed may attract penalties  
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LEVEL 6 for Boys  Age groups  7/8, 9/10, 11/12  13+ 

 

 U =  0.10 
 A =  0.10 

 
 

 

Elements from the lists as shown below 
Rules and Regulations are as FIG Cycle 14 Code of Points, unless stated otherwise 

Execution, Artistry and Choreography penalties will be applied 
 

Deduction for total omission of an element 2.00 + VM (Value of move) 
Deduction for incomplete attempt of an element 0.50 (VM) + fall and or execution faults.  Spotting assistance 2.00 + VM 

 
 

 VAULT LOW SINGLE BAR PARALLEL BARS FLOOR 

Apparatus Crash mats/Vault table Low bar – set routine  FIG Floor regulations 

Age 7/8 - 100cm 
 
 
Age 9/10 - 110cm 
 
 
Age 11/12 - 120cm 
 
 
Age 13+ - 125cm 

 
 

 
 
Handspring to flatback onto crash mats 
(all ages) 
DV 1.00 
 
 
Handspring over vault table  
 
Age group 7/8 must have extra 20cm 
landing mat on top of the usual landing 
requirement 
 
One springboard allowed 
 
DV 2.00 
 
 
 
Two attempts of the same vault - best 
score to count 
 
  

Metal or wooden bar may be used, gloves 
and loops not permitted 
 
 
DV 2.40 max – each skill worth 0.40 
 
1  From hang leg lift to toes touching bar, lower 
to hang 
2  Circle upwards to support with legs together 
and straight 
3  Cast 
4  Back hip circle 
5  Cast 
6  Push away to land 
 
 
For element 1, the majority of gymnasts will start 
with their feet on the ground. The gymnast 
should lift with straight legs into toes touching the 
bar and NOT jump 
  

Parallel Bars height 140cm for all age 
groups 
 
DV 2.40 max – each skill worth 0.40 
 
1 From standing between bars, jump to 
support (a springboard may be used) 
2 With straight body bent arm dip to 90 degree 
bend 
3 Lift legs to L lift (hold 2 secs) 
4 From L sit lift legs back to straddle lever 
(hold 2 secs) 
5 From straddle lever, lift out to swing 
forwards, swing backwards, swing forward, 
swing backwards 
6 Swing forwards, swing backwards to front 
vault dismount 
 
 
Please note there is no requirement to swing 
to handstand only to swing with a straight 
body to horizontal.  Coaches and gymnasts 
should work towards technically accurate 
swinging 

Choice of 7 elements in a voluntary 
routine from the following list at 0.2 
each + 2 CR valued at 0.50 each = max 
DV 2.40 
 
1. 1 Acro element  
 
2. 1 Standing scale – 2 secs 
 
Permitted elements: 
 
Handstand forward roll 
2 Cartwheels linked 
Splits (any way) held 2secs 
One handed cartwheel 
Backward roll (optional exit to feet) 
Bridge 
Japana (held 2 secs) 
Full turn jump 
Straddle jump 
Headspring  
Handspring 
Round off 
Back flic 
Y balance (held 2 secs) 
Arabesque (held 2 secs) 
Headstand with straight legs 
Front salto 
Back salto 
 
No other elements will be counted but if 
performed may attract penalties 

       
 

 
 
 


